This paper is dedicated to the identification of decameter-wave sources of the UTR catalog within declination interval 30
INTRODUCTION
The catalog composed by the team of Braude et al. using the Ukranian T-shaped Radio Telescope (UTR) in Khar'kiv and initially published in five papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] , contains a total of 1822 radio sources with flux measurements at 10, 12.6, 14.7, 16.7, 20, and 25 MHz. This catalog covers 30% of the sky and is so far the lowest-frequency catalog available. Its data can therefore be used to identify objects in the low-frequency part of the spectrum and find their spectra or estimate the upper decameter-wave flux limits for Northern-Sky sources. The original papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] provide no radio identifications for 121 (7%) sources, whereas most of the sources (81%) lacked optical identifications.
Of special interest are sources with ultrasteep spectra, for which low-frequency data points on the continuum spectra are needed. This subsample contains quite a sizeable fraction of distant radio galaxies [6, 7, 9, 10, 8] . The most distant radio galaxies with redshifts z > 4.5 have been discovered among these objects: z = 5.199 [11] and z = 4.514 [12] . A distinctive feature of radio galaxies is that their parent galaxies have passively evolving stellar populations even at large redshifts (z ∼ 4) [13, 14] , and this fact can be used to estimate the ages of these stellar systems [15, 16, 17] . Distant radio galaxies are identified with giant elliptical galaxies with absolute magnitudes M ∼ −26 whose "central engines" are black holes with masses about 10 9 M ⊙ , which allows them to be used in cosmological tests in a number of tasks of observational radio cosmology, e.g., studies of clustering [18] , "K-z" Hubble diagrams [13] , "size-z" [19, 20] and, "age-z" diagrams [21] , the properties of the radio haloes of clusters of galaxies [22] , etc. (see, e.g., reviews [23, 24, 25] ).
Our decision to perform radio identification of decameter-wave sources and address the associated deblending problems (i.e., the problems of separating the contribution or radio sources to the total flux measured by a wide-beam radio telescope [26, 27, ?, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] ) was inspired, among other reasons, by our plans to compose lists of objects with ultrasteep radio spectra. A detailed description of the deblending procedure can be found in [27, 30, 33] . We applied this approach to the first lists of radio sources to obtain a catalog of 2316 objects [27] (hereafter referred to as Paper I), which contribute to the decameter-wave flux, and which could be identified with sources at high radio frequencies and in other wavelength domains, and to find models fits to their radio spectra. We include the identifications from the present paper into the CATS database of radio astronomical catalogs (http://cats.sao.ru) [34, 35] , thereby making them publicly available.
Furthermore, supplementing CATS catalogs with decameter-wave sources increases the efficiency of: (1) the search and study of the properties of radiogalaxy subsamples [43, 44, 45, 46] , and (3) modeling of radio-astronomical surveys performed with RATAN-600 [47, 48, 49] . Organization of databases and associating the available heterogeneous measurements with particular objects are tasks of special interest and, as practice shows, such compiled catalogs are popular among the astronomical community [35, 50, 51] .
The publication of a new part of the UTR catalog containing 493 radio sources in the declination band 30
• < δ <40
• [52, 53] made it possible to expand the list of identifications of such objects [54] . The minimum flux of objects in the new UTR catalog is equal to 10 Jy and 20 Jy at the highest (25 MHz) and lowest (10 MHz) frequencies, respectively. Figure 1 shows sky the positions of the new and old objects.
Braude et al. [52] partially identified their objects with low-frequency catalogs and lists of active galactic nuclei using mostly the 4C catalog [55] . We decided to perform a more detailed identification based on the CATS database by applying the approach described by Verkhodanov et al. [27] , and to find the complete characteristics of the spectra of deblended decameter-wave objects in the new declination interval.
RADIO IDENTIFICATION
We cross-identified the new list of sources with objects of radio catalogs using the same procedure scheme as we employed in our first paper [27] . Although Braude et al. [52] report more accurate coordinates, we use the old error boxes in order not to overlook sources within the maximum beam size corresponding to the 10-MHz beam. The primary problem of constructing the spectra of the UTR catalog radio sources found at decameter-wave frequencies (10, 12.6, 14.7, 16.7, 20 , and 25 MHz) was due to the difficulties of identifying sources within large error boxes (within 40 ′ × 40 ′ in the case considered) originating often from more than one cross-identification in the CATS database [35] . To address this problem, we performed an interactive reduction of the radio spectra [30] obtained by cross-identifying objects of the UTR catalog with the sources of the CATS database within these 40 ′ -side boxes. Tables 1 and 2 list the parameters of the main catalogs used at the initial and final stages of identification, respectively.
We used our own software package spg [71, 72] to clean the spectra in accordance with the welldeveloped technique [27] . During the cleaning process we removed the sources with spectra that did not reach the data points of the UTR catalog when fitted with standard curves. The search for prospective candidates for identification consists of several steps: 1) objects of the UTR catalog are cross-identified with the basic radio catalogs of the CATS database with the exception of the highly sensitive (down to 2.5 mJy) NVSS catalog [68] ;
2) all objects from the resulting crossidentification list located within the (40 ′ × 40 ′ ) search box and having several data points at different frequencies are selected;
3) the spectrum of each object is fitted by an appropriate curve and extrapolated to the UTR frequencies; 4) among the objects found inside the search box considered the radio sources are selected that meet the following conditions: (a) the flux estimates in the error boxes at the observed UTR frequencies must be as close as possible to the actually observed fluxes; the estimate is obtained from the value of the fitted spectrum at 16.5 MHz;
(b) the coordinates of the radio source should be located as close as possible to the center of mass of the coordinates of the UTR sources.
There may be as many as five candidate objects for identification (and even in one of the cases) (see also Fig. 2) . We assume that all objects meeting the criterion above contribute to the UTR source, i.e., a blending takes place; 5) we adopt the coordinates of these candidate identifications from the following catalogs (in the order of decreasing priority): Texas (365 MHz) [61] , GB6 (4850 MHz) [65] . Usually, at least one of these catalogs contains the data on objects falling within the box; 6) we use the resulting coordinates for crossidentification with NVSS objects [68] , and then use the NVSS data (fluxes) to refine the spectra; 7) catalog, if one of its objects we consider the coordinates listed in the NVSS catalog to be precise, if one of its objects could be cross-identified with the source, otherwise we adopt the coordinates obtained as described in item (5); 8) we use the coordinates obtained to perform cross-identifications with non-radio catalogs, and then use these coordinates for optical identification and study of the objects of the UTR catalog.
To test the correctness of the spectra obtained, we use the following low-frequency catalogs: 6C (151 MHz) [56, 57] , 3C, 4C (178 MHz) [73, 74, 55] , as well as CL (26 MHz) [75] , WKB (38 MHz) [76] , and MSH (85 MHz) [77, 78, 79] from the MASTER SOURCE LIST [66, 67] . Although they did not cover all the previous UTR bands, still they demonstrated the high efficiency of the proposed technique in the regions where observational areas overlapped. The publication (and hence its public availability in the CATS database) of the VLSS catalog [70] with declinations δ > 30
• and with measurements at the frequency of 74 MHz was of great importance for this work; we used it to refine both the radio spectra of the sources and their coordinates.
After this identification-and hence refinement of the coordinates-we performed a cross-correlation with the objects of the NVSS [68] and FIRST [69] , catalogs whose basic parameters are summarized in Table 2 .
The results of cross-identifications with the data from these catalogs allowed us not only to refine the coordinates, but also to identify multicomponent objects. search box (top left) and their combined radio spectrum (top right), as well as the sources in the map, resolved into separate objects (bottom left) and the spectra, resolved in a similar way, fitted with analytical functions (bottom right). To demonstrate the capabilities of the spg program, its working menu is shown in two modes. Table 3 : Statistics of the spectra of radio-identified decameter-wave sources of the list studied (no fits were performed for the spectra of three objects) Spectral type Form of the curve Number % Straight-line spectrum +A + B * X 507 58
THE CATALOG
We used our identifications of UTR sources to compose a catalog containing a total of 878 objects including all the suspected blends, which is available at http://cats.sao.ru/doc/UTR ID.html. The catalog contains for each object its equatorial and Galactic coordinates, the spectral indices at 365, 1400, and 4850 MHz, the parameters of the fitting curve, the flag indicating whether the object was identified with optical, infrared (IR), or X-ray sources in any of the CATS catalogs. We describe the spectra by parametrizing them by the formula lg S(ν) = A + Bx + Cf (x), where S is the flux in Jy; x, the logarithm of frequency ν in MHz, and f (x) is one the functions exp(−x), exp(x), or x 2 . We give the results of identification and the formula used to fit the spectra in the Appendix. The columns give (in this order) the name of the object with the blending components (if any) indicated as C i , the numbers C i were assigned by source power; the equatorial coordinates for the epoch of J2000.0; the Galactic coordinates; the flag indicating whether the object was identified with infrared, optical, and X-ray sources in any of the CATS catalogs (the symbols used are "i", "o", and "x", respectively); the spectral indices at 4850, 1400, and 365 MHz, and the form of the spectrum as defined by the above parametrization.
We identified our objects with IR, optical, and X-ray catalogs within the boxes of full width with 30 ′′ , 10 ′′ , and 30 ′′ size, respectively, centered on the coordinates of the radio sources. For IR identifications we use the data from the catalogs 2MASS and 2MASX [80, 81] , IFSC [82] , and IPSC [83] . We adopted the optical data from the lists of optical identifications of the 3CR [84] and Texas [85] catalogs; SDSS [86] ; VV11 [87] ; APM [88] ; UGC [89] ; PGC [90] ; USNO [91, 92] etc. We searched the Xray counterparts in the ROSAT [93] , 1WGA [94] , Einstein [95] and Chandra [96] catalogs. For our decameter-wave sources we found a total of 551 IR, 464 optical, and 51 X-ray identifications mostly among active galactic nuclei.
Statistics of the Spectra
The Table 3 lists the statistics of the spectra of sources fitted by the standard set of curves described above. For three objects no fits were performed of the spectra due to their complex form.
It is evident from the Table 3 that a rather large fraction of objects (33%) exhibits concave spectra, which may be indicative of the complex structure of the source where different components (the nucleus, hot spots, jets, and the halo) contribute to the radio spectrum.
Among the objects with straight-line spectra we found a total of 221 sources with spectral indices α < −1.0 (S ∼ ν α ). This subsample also includes 98 objects with ultrasteep spectra (α < −1.1).
We used the models of the spectra to build the histograms of spectral indices (Fig. 3) . We compute the spectral index as the slope of the spectrum (in double-logarithmic scale) at the given frequency. The distribution of the 4850-MHz indices in Fig. 3 shows an excess of objects in the right-hand side of the diagram, which is due to the excess of sources with concave spectra, which, in turn, must be due to the contribution of the flux from the nuclear component of the object.
Some Remarkable Sources
We now point out several interesting objects included in our list. The spectra of the blending components of the GRJ0026+35 radio source. The spectrum of the central object (markers aligned along the convex spectrum) is not fitted and shows flat dependence log S(log ν) at low frequencies. Different symbols correspond to different catalogs.
We did not perform fitting procedures for the three radio sources GRJ0026+35, GRJ0319+41, and GRJ0555+40(C 4 ) because of the evidently multicomponent nature of their spectra.
GRJ0026+35 is blended with at least two other sources, and the object that is the closest to the coordinates mass center of the decameter-wave measurements shows a low-frequency flattening in its spectrum (Fig. 4) . The source is rather powerful at high frequencies and may have a halo emitting at low frequencies, which prevents the cutoff in the spectrum.
GRJ0319+41 is the well-studied source
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• < δ <40 Perseus A (3C 84, NGC 1275). Its high-frequency radio spectrum shows very large scatter due to variability (Fig. 5) .
GRJ0555+40(C 4 ) is a powerful object at low frequencies. It is located in the field of the decameterwave source. GRJ0555+40 shows a cutoff at low frequencies and it most likely does not contribute to the decameter-wave flux.
The UTR radio source GRJ1646+40 has the maximum number of blending components among the objects of our list (Fig. 6 ). Despite the apparently high density of bright radio objects, the effect is most likely due to chance alignment.
We also point out the radio sources with spectral indices smaller than −1.3:
• GRJ0154+40(C 2 ) with α = −1.44; • GRJ0555+40(C 2 ) with α = −1.57;
• GRJ1055+37 with α = −1.66;
• GRJ1153+37 with α = −1.66; the source coincides with the galaxy cluster MaxBCG J178.15191+37.54548 in NED;
• GRJ1240+37(C 4 ) with α = −1.42; the source coincides with the galaxy cluster MaxBCG J189.97692+37.73205 in NED;
• GRJ2313+38 with α = −1.48; the source is probably a cluster dominated by the 2MASX galaxy J23134832+3842315.
CONCLUSIONS
We performed cross-identification of decameter-wave radio sources of the UTR catalog in the declination interval 30
• by searching for objects from the catalogs of the CATS database within the 40 ′ ×40 ′ error box. We built the spectra of 876 sources and fitted them by standard analytical functions. These sources include 221 objects with straight-line spectra and spectral indices α < −1.0. We provide access to all our catalogued objects from within the CATS database. 
